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An exploratory study on the social and genotypic clustering of HIV infection in men having sex with men

Shui Shan Leea,b, Dennise K.P. Tam,a Yi Tan,a Wai Lai Mak,c, Ka Hing Wong,c, Jonathan H.K. Chend and Wing Cheong Yamd

Objective: To explore the clustering of HIV infected men having sex with men (MSM) using social network approach in conjunction with the phylogenetic relationship of the virus strains.

Design: An exploratory study incorporating social network and phylogenetic analysis.

Methods: Recently diagnosed HIV-infected MSM attending one major HIV specialist clinic in Hong Kong were recruited in the study involving the administration of a self-administered questionnaire on behaviours and partnership patterns using a Likert Scale, the results of which were assessed using social network analysis and in context of the phylogenetic analysis from sequencing the HIV-1 pol gene, as part of the clinical investigation for genotypic resistance. Clusters were defined using social and molecular methods.

Results: An ‘Internet-centred’ cluster and ‘Sauna-centred’ cluster could be delineated using correspondence analysis and network diagrams. The main distinguishing features of MSM in the ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster were: younger age, higher education level, and multiple partner types. Three genetic clusters could be identified in the phylogenetic tree, two of which associated with Internet use and one with sauna for sex partnership. There were partial overlaps between social and genetic clusters. Characteristically, the virus strains in sauna users were more disperse compared with the closely knit configuration of those using Internet.

Conclusion: The principle of the duality of place and person can be strategically applied in epidemiologic investigation. The characterization of MSM cluster using anonymized network data provides a potentially powerful tool for informing public health intervention.
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Introduction

Infectious diseases are characterized by their propensity to spread from person to person, through transmission routes unique to each pathogen. Individuals become infected largely because of common behavioural practice, which may involve sharing of food items, space (and therefore airborne infections) or even sexual contacts, as in the case of sexually transmitted infections. Theoretically, all infection cases are linked, forming ‘clusters’ with shared characteristics. It is against this basic premise that outbreak investigation assumes a central position in the epidemiologic study of infections. Effectiveness of public health control is naturally dependent on the identification of
index cases, characterization of clusters, and the investigation of common source infections [1]. In recent years, advances in molecular epidemiology have sharpened the tool for defining infectious disease clusters [2,3], which could contribute to the development of interventions targeting individuals within clusters.

Unlike many pathogens, HIV (human immunodeficiency virus) poses a unique challenge to epidemiologic investigators. As a chronic infection with a long symptom-free period, identification of ‘index’ cases is almost always impossible. Driven by private behaviours, characterization of outbreaks of HIV is difficult compared to, say, food borne infections. Moreover, stigma and discrimination have been, and still are, causes for concern in targeting HIV patients in prevention programmes [4,5]. With the use of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) in the last decade, HIV is becoming a manageable condition [6,7]. Early diagnosis and prompt treatment with HAART according to clinical protocol is the key to reduction of HIV associated morbidity and mortality. The idea of uncovering HIV clusters has emerged, alongside calls for normalizing HIV prevention [8]. Coincidently the recent years have witnessed the reports of outbreaks of HIV in men having sex with men (MSM) in countries around the world [9–12]. Such occurrence underlines the pressing need for developing new means of effectively controlling HIV transmission, of which the targeting of people living with the virus is receiving more attention [13–15]. In the absence of any universal model, we undertook to explore the incorporation of partnership profile in the characterization of clusters in a cohort of HIV infected Chinese MSM in Hong Kong.

In light of the nonrandom distribution of MSM in the society, principles of social network analysis (SNA) were used [16,17]. The clustering pattern was studied in conjunction with the phylogenetic makeup of the virus obtained from routine genotypic resistance testing (GRT), with a view of examining the applicability of such approach in enhancing epidemiologic surveillance.

**Methods**

**Enrolment of patients**

HIV positive MSM attending one major HIV specialist clinic (Integrated Treatment Centre) in Hong Kong were invited to join the study if they fulfilled the following inclusion criteria: age 18 years or above; Chinese ethnicity; diagnosis of HIV in the preceding 1 year; infection presumably occurred in Hong Kong. Patients assessed to be emotionally unstable by clinic staff (e.g. depression, with suicidal ideation) was excluded. With consent, each person was asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire following a thorough explanation of the objective of the study, and a description of the meaning of individual question. No personal particulars were collected, but a code was assigned to each enrolled individual, which was used to link with results of GRT performed on all newly registered cases as part of surveillance of primary resistance. Approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Chinese University of Hong Kong and the Department of Health.

**Questionnaire on partnership**

The self-administered questionnaire was modified from that of an earlier study on MSM in Hong Kong [18]. In the first section a participant was asked to provide sociodemographic information including age, education, employment status, and with whom they were living with, followed by information on the setting of infection speculated year of HIV infection, the place where they tested HIV positive, and the reasons for HIV testing.

The core questions explored respondents’ partnership practice in the 1-year period prior to their HIV infection. Partnership practice refers to the type and number of partners (lover, regular partner, and casual partner), and locations that they frequented for seeking sex partnership. The latter was referred as ‘partner sourcing’ in the study. Five categories of venues for partner sourcing were defined, that is, public toilets, bar, sauna, sex party, gatherings. The use of Internet, though not a physical location, was assessed as a ‘virtual’ venue for partner sourcing. Respondents were asked if they had used any of the partnership venues for sourcing sex partners. For those indicating a positive response to a specified venue, their use was ranked using a standardized 6-points Likert Scale (ranging from 1 – ‘Very Rarely’ to 6 – ‘Always’), again referring to one’s practice in the 1-year period prior to the speculated time of infection. This was followed by questions on the respondent’s sexual behaviours, (mutual masturbation, oral sex, anal sex) and condom use (oral sex, anal sex). Similarly, a 6-points Likert Scale was created to capture responses to these questions.

**Correspondence and social network analysis**

We made an assumption that MSM who used similar venues for sourcing sex partners shared common partnership characteristics. A matrix was constructed by tabulating the Likert scores for each category of partnership venues (column) against an individual MSM (row). Correspondence analysis was performed using UCINET version 6.174 [19]. The Likert scores for each person were dichotomized (nil versus any Likert score) to allow two-mode networks to be constructed, the latter for illustrating linkage of people with venues. The 2-mode data were converted into one mode by firstly dichotomizing Likert scores (nil and Likert 1–3 versus 4–6) followed by the determination of cross products and minimums, and secondly, separating ‘0’ linkages from other scores. The link relationship was measured in term of density and centrality – density is the ratio of actual to possible linkages, whereas centrality is a measure of the importance of each person as regards his linkage to others.
NetDraw 2.083 and Pajek 1.01 were used in generating the diagrams.

**Phylogenetic analysis**

GRT sequences from the enrolled patients were obtained. Briefly, total RNA was extracted from patient plasma using the QIAamp Viral RNA Mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The entire PR and up to 400 codons of the HIV-1 pol gene was reverse transcribed and amplified by an in-house genotyping system or ViroSeq HIV-1 Genotyping System version 2.0 as described previously [20]. The amplified fragments were then directly sequenced in both directions with BigDye Terminator Cycle Sequencing Ready Reaction kit version 1.1 (Applied Biosystems, California, USA) with five specific primers. Cycle sequencing products from both assays were purified using the AutoScreen96 (GE Healthcare, USA) before loading into the Prism 3130 Genetic Analyzer (Applied Biosystems, California, USA).

Sequences were aligned by the use of CLUSTAL_X and edited by BioEdit program. Phylogenetic tree was constructed using the Maximum Likelihood approach implemented in PhyML 3.412 [21] with 1000 bootstrap replications. A general-time-reversal (GTR) substitution model with gamma distributed rate heterogeneity of four rate categories (A_4) and a proportion of invariable sites suggested by Modeltest were used. Clustering was considered when there were three or more closely related cases in conjunction with bootstrap value exceeding 900/1000.

**Statistical analysis**

The data were analysed using SPSS version 13.0. Univariate analyses including Chi-square test and independent sample t-test was used for categorical and continuous variables respectively. Differences were classified as significant when p-value was less than 0.05.

**Results**

**Characteristics of respondents**

Between July 2007 and March 2008, 84 recently diagnosed HIV MSM were recruited. Data from four of the enrolled participants were discarded: one denying any form of sexual activities, two did not have sex in Hong Kong, and one was unable to read the questionnaire. Seven respondents with missing data on partner sourcing were also excluded. The mean age of the 73 respondents was 33.5 years (standard deviation = 8.9 years). A majority were working full time, whereas less than 10% were unemployed. About half were living with family, 16% with sex partners, and 22% living alone. Some 40% of the respondents tested HIV positive through attending a voluntary counselling and testing (VCT) service. Over half were tested HIV positive after presenting to a clinic or hospital with some forms of complications. There were, however, no demographic differences between patients who presented with a complication compared with those who did not. All individuals were treatment naive at the time of blood sampling. Samples from 49 out of 73 cases (67.1%) were amplified, revealing no major resistance mutation in the protease or reverse transcriptase genes.

**Partnership and behavioural pattern**

Three main types of partners were reported by the respondents: lovers (70.8%), regular partners (42.5%), and casual (82.2%) partners. Lovers were sex partners that respondents considered to be emotionally attached to and in stable relationship; regular partners were those with sexual relationship alone over extended periods; and casual partners were typically one-night stand partners without emotional attachment nor extended relationship. Only two respondents admitted having a ‘Money Boy’ (sex for money or kind), which were excluded in the analysis because of the small number involved. The distribution of the practice of masturbation, oral and anal sex is at Table 1.

Table 2 shows the distribution of Likert scores of respondents as regards their venues for sex partner sourcing in the 1-year period prior to their HIV infection. Sex partners here were not differentiated between the three main types above (lover, regular and casual partner). ‘Internet’ was treated as one form of ‘venue’, which was further separated in three formats – chatroom, instant messaging programme (IMP) and bulletin board system (BBS). Overall, above 60% of the respondents had used sauna for partner sourcing, followed...
by the use of Internet (chatroom 50.6%; IMP 48.1%; BBS 14.3%). Bars (34.6%) and gatherings with friends (30.8%) were other channels for sourcing sex partners. Fifteen respondents participated in sex parties (19.0%) or visited public toilets (16.5%) for sex partner sourcing.

**Defining clusters**

Using Likert scores to denote the strength of linkage between an individual and a venue, correspondence analysis was performed, (Fig. 1) on the assumption that the chi-square distance between points reflects correlation among variables [22]. In this study we described closely related individuals in the correspondence analysis as social clusters. The results demonstrated clustering of MSM around 'Internet' on the left, in close proximity with ‘sex party’. A less well-defined cluster associated with sauna can be delineated on the right of the diagram. Discriminant analysis was then performed to compare between the 'Internet-centred' and 'Sauna-centred' social clusters (Table 3). The main distinguishing features of MSM in the 'Internet-centred' social cluster were: younger age, higher education level, going for regular HIV testing, having all three types of partners (lover, regular and casual) simultaneously. There was no association between either of the two social clusters and the individuals’ initial presentation with complications. Among Internet users, chatroom was the most popular channel for partner sourcing. Comparing between MSM of 'Internet-centred' social cluster with noncluster Internet users, there was a higher proportion
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<tr>
<th>Table 2. Distribution of Likert scale scores for venues used by respondents for sourcing sex partners in the one year period prior to HIV infection.</th>
</tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
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*Fig. 1. Two-mode correspondence analysis on a cohort of HIV infected MSM. Seventy-three MSM (open circles with serial no.) are plotted using data on their use of venues (solid square) for sourcing sex partners in the 1-year period prior to their infection, as derived from a six-point Likert Scale. The circle with dotted line on the right represents the ‘Sauna-centred’ social cluster, whereas the left refers to the ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster.*
of frequent chatroom users in the former (84% vs. 21.4% \( X^2 = 14.85, P < 0.01 \)).

Figure 3 is a two-mode network showing the relationship between MSM and partner-sourcing venues, with lines indicating their connection with the respective venue. The diagram shows that most MSM sourced sex partners either through Internet or Sauna. The interpersonal linkages were assessed after transformation into one-mode network of MSM in binary relationships (Fig. 2(b)). The density of the latter network, after excluding the standalone cases, was 0.51. Three forms of centrality were calculated: degree centrality is the number of links incident on one person; closeness is a measure of the geodesic distance (therefore closeness) between one person and all other reachable persons; and betweenness centrality refers to the fraction of the shortest links passing through a person [19]. In this reconstructed network, the median degree centrality of ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster MSMs and ‘Sauna-centred’ MSMs was 28 (range 0 to 45) and 16 (range 0 to 47) respectively. A higher proportion of ‘Sauna-centred’ social cluster MSMs had a degree centrality of zero compared with ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster cases (34.2 vs. 12%). There was little betweenness in the network, with a mean Freeman betweenness of 12.06 and a standard deviation of 25.37. The normalized closeness measure, using Freeman geodesic paths, was 74.12, with a standard deviation of 9.46. The cases with highest closeness and betweenness centrality were those with a preference for both sauna and Internet for sourcing partners, with a varying Likert score for other venues.

A phylogenetic tree was constructed (Fig. 3). There was no statistically significant difference in the proportion of Internet users between sequenced and nonsequenced samples. Three genetic clusters could be visualized. MSMs in Genetic Cluster A had used sauna for sourcing sex partner, whereas a majority of the individuals in Genetic Cluster B (9 out of 10) and C (5 out of 6) had used Internet for partner sourcing. MSM from the ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster accounted for seven out of 10 members in genetic cluster B, four out of six in cluster C, and none in cluster A. The speculated year of infection was 2006 in all except one person in genetic cluster A, whereas that for B and C could be dated to range from 2005 to 2007, with over half (nine out of 16) in 2007. The Internet associated genetic cluster B was well defined, whereas the sauna associated genetic cluster A was smaller and had longer branch lengths. The small genetic cluster C appeared to be just beginning to emerge. The number of MSM is however too small for comparison to be made between the two Internet-associated genetic clusters (B and C).

The virus strains of MSM from ‘Sauna-centred’ social clusters were genetically less closely related to one another than those from ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster.

**Discussions**

On the basis of an integration of social network properties and the phylogenetic relationships of the implicating virus, we developed an exploratory study to characterize
Fig. 2. Network diagrams of MSM in the study ($n = 73$). (a) A 2-mode network of MSM (dark circle with serial number) and their venues (open square with label) for partner-sourcing, with each link representing a positive response of the MSM to the question on the respective venue; (b) A one-mode network created from data transformed from two-mode network after dichotomization and cross-products determination (see Methods). Most of the nodes on the left side of the network represent MSM on the ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster, whereas those on the right are largely MSM in ‘Sauna-centred’ social cluster. The freestanding circles are those without linkage after transformation. Each case is denoted by serial number (SR) with prefix representing cases from genetic cluster A (dark grey circles), from genetic cluster B (black circles), from genetic cluster C (light grey), and (O) from nongenetic cluster cases (open circle).
clustering of HIV infected MSM in Hong Kong. Though these were all recently diagnosed HIV infection, interpretation is cautioned, as they did not necessarily indicate recent infection. To date relatively few studies have used social network methodologies to study HIV epidemiology [23–25], a phenomenon that has stemmed
from a number of reasons. Firstly, conventional full network analysis requires the collection of complete linkage data from all individuals, a method that has proven to be impossible in HIV epidemiology, both because of the technical difficulties as well as the problem with protecting the confidentiality of respondents. Such a massive exercise, even if conducted, would unlikely be repeatable. Secondly, there is the lack of a robust measure for quantifying linkage between HIV infected individuals. In the investigation of acute infection – for example, influenza, gonorrhea or severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) – the characteristics of connections between individuals over a short period of time can be mapped directly. The same approach cannot be effectively applied to HIV, which is characterized by a long asymptomatic period and chronic disease.

To explore common source infection, we turned our attention to the duality of place and people in defining partnership, an approach that has been described in the investigation of sexual structure in the population [26]. We reckon that the location for partner sourcing is more important than location for sex, as two persons might choose to have sex in a place (for example, one’s own home) that bears no relationship with how they are connected in the first place. We consider that without partner sourcing, there would have been no sexual activity between a respondent and his partner(s). Our study does not have the power to determine if an MSM actually knew another MSM in a specific venue. As MSM using the same partner-sourcing venue are more likely to have behaved in a similar way, the potential for virus transmission is theoretically higher than those who have used a different venue. By ranking the people–place relationship with Likert scale, a common tool in social network studies, intervention can be targeted at people–place affinity. ‘Internet-centred’ social cluster members had a higher degree centrality, meaning that there is more linkages incident on each MSM in the cluster, compared to ‘Sauna-based’ social cluster. This pattern confirmed our belief that the use of Internet might have predisposed to the recent increase in HIV transmission in MSM in Hong Kong [18]. Compared with a recent study of genetic clusters of subtype B strains in MSM [34], our study further suggested the emergence of multiple clusters, which is also associated with Internet use for sex partner sourcing.

In this study, we did not set out to validate social clusters with genetic results, as the methodologies were totally different. Instead we are proposing to interpret SNA results in context of the phylogenetic analysis, so as to provide insights in the transmission dynamics of HIV in MSM. By resorting to sequences initially collected for resistance testing, we were able to simplify the process of sample collection. The same approach has been adopted by researchers exploring molecular phylodynamics for reconstructing HIV transmission network [35]. Three genetic clusters were uncovered in our study, two of which composed of members using Internet as the predominant channel for partner-sourcing and one using largely sauna instead. There was no perfect matching between members of genetic and social clusters. Interestingly, one member in each of the two Internet-based genetic clusters had not used Internet, whereas a member in the sauna based genetic cluster actually used Internet. These MSM probably formed the bridge between the two social networks, allowing the virus to spread through the wider MSM community in Hong Kong. These ‘bridges’ were all MSM using multiple channels for partner sourcing. Previous studies have suggested that the characterization of genetic clusters is a powerful tool to evaluate transmission chains, especially if primary HIV infection could be determined and tracked [36]. In field epidemiology this is not always possible. As an alternative, we used the year of infection suggested by interviewees to label the cases in our phylogenetic tree (Fig. 3). Although such information is subject to recall bias, we can see that the Internet-based genetic cluster appeared at a later date than the sauna-based genetic cluster, an observation that ties in with the general pattern of an increasing popularity of Internet as a means of sex partner sourcing. The temporal pattern cannot be validated because the exact time of infection is not ascertained in the study population. Behavioural questionnaires can never reflect the whole truth, and it is possible that a fraction of the ‘recent’ diagnoses may have resulted from old rather than incident infections. Interpretation is also limited by the small number of patients, though they represent a sizable proportion of all newly diagnosed cases seen in the largest clinic in the territory.

In conclusion, we have explored an interdisciplinary approach that incorporates behavioural science, SNA and molecular epidemiology for enhancing HIV surveillance, using MSM as an example. The application of a Likert Scale for characterizing partner-sourcing behaviours in conjunction with routinely collected genotyping data had provided us with a manageable procedure in busy clinics for generating potentially useful epidemiological information. By triangulating results obtained from the genetic and social network studies, intervention can be targeted at social clusters bearing significant genetic identity or vice versa. Further automation of phylogenetetic and network analysis may enable clusters to be detected efficiently,
paving the way for an effective integration of HIV prevention and treatment, an intervention made possible through expanded access to antiretroviral therapy at population level [37]. Our new approach is, however, not without limitations. The ranking of people-place linkage with a Likert Scale and subsequent data transformation may have distorted the meaning of cluster. Likewise social network measures like centrality and density may not be interpretable in the same way as conventional SNA after multiple steps of data transformation. On the contrary, the broad categorization of ‘venues’ for partner sourcing may need to be further refined if a standard investigation tool is needed for advancing HIV surveillance. Collecting specific details of the people-place network data may, however, expose the identity of individuals, thereby infringing on ethical issues which demand attention of epidemiologists undertaking case investigations. On the phylogenetic analysis, the use of sequences for GRT may also have restricted the power of the study to define genetic clusters. Moreover, we were unable to exclude inclusion bias of regular partners of MSM, who may self-select to enroll in the clinical service. Finally, the assumptions embodied in the integrative approach should continue to be debated, such that more robust investigative tools could be developed in strengthening epidemiologic surveillance of HIV infection.
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